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CHALLIS PRESENTS 'CONCERT TONIGHT
Sections Choose
Living Quarters
Men Will Occupy Beall,
Bowman, and Campus

:

-

Old Miller Manor, Bowman dormitory temporarily, was given over to
Second, Third, and Fourth sections.
The dorm will hold fifteen boys on the
first floor and twenty-fou- r
boys on the
second floor. It was found that Second
would fit on the first floor and. a combination of Third and Fourth on the
second floor.
Old Conservatory
old Conservatory, BealFdormH
lZ-Th- e
tory temporarily, will house First,
Fifth, and Seventh sections. Living
r
boys is pro
quarters for twenty-s- l
vided for on the second floor and two
parts of ten boys each on the first
floor. Fifth will take over the second
floor and First and Seventh the two
p'arts on the first floors.

i

T

The rooms in all three of the dorms
will be very crowded as compared to
the rooms in Kenarden, The boys will

have to sleep in numbers of eight and
(Continued on Page 4)

-

War Books Add

New Interest to
Library Shelves
MacPHEB
Some fascinating new books on al- .mosteveryphaseofthe war have
been added to the library shelves this
week. Those students who are inter
ested in following the latest trends of
the war and who isn't should read
"Britain at War", by John Boynton
Priestley. It is ah "unusual presentation
of Britain's efforts and progress in war
by means of authentic illustrations
The famous English author has writ'
ten a description, exciting as well as
educational after each illustration. It
is not a very large book. Why not
look it up?
By BETTY

U

-

All of us have wondered just
what kind of a world we shall
have after this war is over and
what changes shall be made in
our lives. Everett R. Clincy gives
an interesting discussion of this
question in his book 'The World
We Want to- - Live In" It deals
mainly with discussions and the
Williamstown Institute of human
relations. Future changes in our
world in the social field, in
politics and education are
subjects of chapters and should
.prove of great interest.
Another phase of the War are the
peoples of the conquered countries of
Europe. We have all wondered how
they live, and what their hopes and
fears are for the future. In "Europe
in Revolt" Rene Kraus gives a picture
of the' ' underground movements in
these conquered countries. He describes the methods used by the Nazis
against these peoples. The bravery and
the great efforts of those in the occu
pied territories to thwart their invad
ers and win out in the end are given
in vivid detail.
Here is another new book on
the actual fighting of the war by
Max Werner, (Pseud.) He calls it
"The Great Offensive" and it is
mostly on the strategy of coalition
warfare. It is a good review of
the World War II from June
1941 to the midsummer of 1942.
eco-nomic-

-

s,

Under Sponsorship Of Fortnightly;
Reception Follows at Conservatory
John Challis, performer on the harpsichord, clavichord, and recorder
will present music of the 17th and 18th centuries in the college chapel
tonight at 8 p.m. Mr. Challis is brought to Wooster through the efforts
of the college, and the program tonight is being sponsored by Fort'
nightly; Admission is free.
A reception will be given at the
Conservatory following the recital,
and all music students are invited.
Mr. Challis has his own craftsman's
tudio for making harpsichords and
clavichords in Ypsilanri. Mich- - and
has a wide reputation for his recitals
f music for these old world instru

Application blanks, for the renewal of all Honor, Babcock,
Wilson, Scheide and Trustee
scholarships and for Student Aid
Grants, for the 1943-4- 4
school
year, are now available in the
Student Aid office on the second
floor of Galpin hall. All applications must be in by April 1 .
Students with missionary, ministerial, or faculty reductions are
asked to fill out renewal blanks at
this time,.

Dorms Soon
The allotment of rooms to the 'sections in Kenarden took place at a
meeting of the section presidents in
the Deans office on Monday morning,
Jan. 25. At the request of the sections
provisions were made so that the sec- -'
tions could retain their .individual
identities after moving although they
will live together. The sections will
move into their: new dorms sometime
.. .
next week. Campus Lodge
The Campus Lodge as it will temporarily be called will be taken over
by Sixth section. The Campus Lodge,
formerly the Taylor residence next to
Babcock hall, will provide quarters for
nineteen boys. In the drawing for the
rooms in this dorm were Sixth, and
the combinations of First with Fourth
and First with Seventh. In each of
these cases the number of fellows num.'
bered twenty.

Noted Harpsichordist To Appear

John Challis Plays Original Keyboard Instruments

W.A.A.C. Offers

Opportunities To
College Women

College women who are otherwise ments.
qualified may enroll in the Women's
the present school year before being
called to active duty, Sgt. Donald C.

Johnson, Army Recruiting Station
in Akron, has informed
college officials here. The announce
-

At Conference

commander

The conference on War Aims and
Peace Plans, originally scheduled for
a date before Christmas vacation, took
place in Cleveland at Western Re
serve University on Jan. 17 and 18.
Accompanying the debaters was Dr.
Delbert G. Lean, head of the speech
department, in the absence of Professor E. W. Miller who was unable to
attend. Wooster debaters who took
part were Robert Kerr, Douglass Zook,
Dave Neely, Martha Stark,
Don
Coates, Jane Menold, Oscar Olson and
James Glasgow.
Each person took part in the panel
discussions, symposia, regular debates
and
debates '. which
were based on the conference ques
tion, Resolved: That the United Na
tions - Should - Establish a Permanent
Federal Union, with the Power to Tax
and Regulate International Commerce,
to Maintain a Police Force, to Settle
International Disputes and to En
force such Settlements and to Provide
for the Admission of Other Nations
Which Accept the Principles of the
Union. This question was submitted
by Robert F. Young of Williams Col
lege, a member of the national com
mittee chosen to select the national
question for the year..
cross-examinatio-

n

The results of the discussions, de
bates, and symposia were not formally
decided. Critics were present to offer
constructive criticism and suggestions
for bettering arguments in the future,
Dr. Lean was one of the critics.
Other schools participating in the
conference were Oberlin, Ohio Wesleyan, Western Reserve, and Alle
gheny!
Wooster debaters met those from
Western Reserve at Wooster on Friday,
Jan. 15. This debate was held before
the debate seminar class; Robert Kerr
and Douglass Zook took, the affirma
tive for Wooster.

ment was made coincident with the
opening of a new WAAC recruiting
office in the Post Office Building in

:

:

:

Child Thanks Y

For Contribution

Mr. Challis at the Harpsichord.

Friday, Jan. 29 Musical program by
John Challis.
Tuesday, Feb. 1 Notices and student
meetings.
Wednesday, Feb. 2 Lecture on art by
Prof. Plummer of the University
The victrola and loudspeaker system,
of Michigan.
Navy
will
the
presented
be
which
tp
by" the Big Four in cooperation with Thursday,, Feb,3 President Wishart.
Westminster Church, is scheduled to
be installed Saturday, Jan. 30. The
original plan was to buy a radio-vi- e
combination for the Navy's use, but
this was changed in favor of the victrola,. which is similar to the one at
Dr. Delbert G. Lean, head of the
Babcock.
speech department, has announced
Election of the Week of Prayer that the China Alumni Trophy for
committee for the next year will be .extemporaneous speaking will be
held by the Big Four next week.
awarded following a contest to be held
The custom of ringing the chapel Feb. 2.
bell to announce a moment of silence
In former years this contest was
in honor of the men in service will open for the entire student body but
be continued this semester. The chapel competition this year is restricted to
bell will be rung for this purpose ev- the members of the freshman class.
ery Wednesday at 10:25.
The silver trophy which will be

From Big Four

Frosh Speakers
Try For Trophy

Clay Appoints New
Senate Committees;

Cheerleader Tryout
The Student Senate announces that
are being held Saturday morning, Jan. 30 for the position of cheer-

Efyourj

by
leader which has been left
the resignation of Tony Gervasio. All
men who are interested should report
to lower Babcock by 10:45 a.rtuSatur.
day. Any fellows who have had tumbling experience will be especially welcomed.
Norm Wright and Lois Scott have
been elected treasurer and secretary
respectively of the Student Senate for
the second semester, president John
Gay announced.
Committees for the second semester
will be as follows: publicity, Jerry
Katherman; elections, Bob Bricker; test.
chaperones, Helen Hibbs and Margo
Drury; band, Art Palmer; inventory,
Roger Beck;
tyartha
decorations,
- open- -

i

Bryant will

Lenore in

selec

assist
the
high"war" pricesfThis " family and
of records. All requests for favtion
many others are grateful for this
pieces should be given to them,
shown by orite
"adoption by proxy", as
if
and
at all possible the records will
the following letter written by Vera

.".''.

.

Here is a few lines sending
you my most grateful thanks for
you second donation. When
Mummy recieved the money she
straightway bought me a set of
pyjamas, underwear, two pairs of
socks. Once again I thank you
for your appreciated gift.
Your adopted child,
Vera Mills

.

All-Colle-

'Vic Dance

ge

vie dance is
held this Saturday evening in
Babcock after the basket ball
with Cincinnati. The admission
will be 25 cents per couple. 'I

An

all-colle-

ge

be purchased.

Edgeware

Dear Donor

being
lower
game
price

awarded to the winner of the contest
was presented in 1921 by Wooster
alumni in China. It is awarded each
year to the member of the student
body who wins an extemportaneous
speaking contest on some subject related to the history of China. As an
additional award the Alumni Associa
tion offers an annual cash prize of 15
to the winner of Ihe contest
According to Dr. Lean, the contest
has been limited to freshmen because
there has not been sufficient interest
on the- part of upperclassmen.
The 'participants iri the contest will
receive their topics at 10:30 Tuesday
morning.
The contest will begin
promptly at 4:30 Tuesday afternoon.
During the time from 10:30 until the
contest begins, the contestants will be
at liberty to do research work on their
individual speech subjects.
Members of the student body are
cordially invited to attend this con-

Variety of Jobs
'The Army has scores of jobs in
the WAAC for alert college women,"
Sergeant Johnson explained, ."jobs
that will train them for interesting
world.
new careers in the post-wa- r
enrolls
who
in
Moreover, every woman
the WAAC is making an immeasure-abl- e
Color
.
contribution to the war effort,
April- 30 has been tentatively set as because she is releasing for fighting
the date of the annual Color Day duty a trained soldier."
pageant. Scenarios will be accepted up
Any college woman who has passed
until Monday, Feb, 15. Inasmuch'as
her twenty-firs- t
birthday and has no
conditions surrounding Color Day will
dependents is eligible for the WAAC.
be somewhat altered this spring, ideas
Information and application forms
for entertainment other than the pag
may be secured from the local WAAC
eant type will be quite acceptable. All
office, which is open every Wednesday
pageants and any new ideas should be
night from 5 to 9. Qualified appliturned over to the Student Senate
cants are sent to Columbus at govern,
president.
ment expense for final examinations
Color Day is one of the most fes
and enrollment.
tive occasions of the year on the
Officers Needed
Wooster campus. Early in the year
petitions are circulated and the May
'The WAAC is expanding so rapid
Queen is chosen. On Color Day she ly that thousands of new commissioned
- officers
is crowded, and a ' large pageant is and
are
given in the morning. The May Queen needed," Sergeant Johnson stated.
is given the honor of choosing her 'Those who are qualified may obtain
own court, which is made up of both commissions in twelve weeks after be
boys and girls.'
ginning their basic training."

Student Senate Sets

Tentative Date For
Wooster

Day

-

:

non-commission-

--

ed

--

Shobert And Stead Collaborate On
Gum Shoe Hop, "Double Or Nothing

.

-

.

CHAPEL

Navy Men Will
Receive Victrola

.

'

the outstanding harpsichord
player in this country," Prof.
Neill C. Rowe, head of the department of music, was present at
a concert given by Mr. Challis
at the National convention of
American Guild of Organists. Mr.
Rowe emphasizes the enthusiasm
with which1the performance was
received.
is

Wooster.

In collaboration with the British
Child Aid in New York, the Wooster
Y.W.C.A. and Y.M.C.A, send money
each month to the Save The Children
Fund, 20 Gordon Square, London.
The particular child whom this money
helps is Vera Mills, an eleven year
old little girl, whose father is serving
Stark,
1ft' the Armed Forces.
- A Senate committee, headed by Len- Their home, a poor one, is one of
Dunlap is in charge of selecting
ore
the suburbs of London and their
records for-- the juke box in the
the
mother has difficulty in clothing the
Union. Jack Spurney and Pat
Student
children properly, especially with the

herself.

-

Courtesy Wooster Daily Record

-

:

-

"In my estimation Mr. Challis .

Army1 Auxiliary Corps now and finish

War And Peace
Aims Discussed

.

Dr. Plumer Speaks
About Chinese Art
Dr. James Mitchell Plumer of Ann
Arbor, Mich., will be the guest speaker
at the Art Lectures to he held Feb. 3
in the college chapel. These lectures
are sponsored by the Art department
under the supervision of Miss Fakin.
Dr. Plumer is a professor of art
at the University ' of Michigan and
became interested in speaking at Woos.
ter after learning that the college's art
department has a small' but fine collection of Chinese art. Dr. Plumer's
subject will be "Chinese Painting in
Peace or War" and he will also de
liver a chapel speech on this topic.

The harpsichord was the concert
instrument of the 17th and 18th centuries, upon which early keyboard music was composed. The audience may
gather a clearer conception of the
original beauty of the music by hear
ing it upon these instruments.
"The music produced by CLallis
iterally transported us. He created an
atmosphere of the old world music.
Whether on harpischord or clavi--

chord, . he. touched ..the keys with a
charm that wove gossamer threads ort
which we travelled back to the days of
Bach." This statement is by Walter
BoyntorfF"
Following is the program which will
be presented by Mr. Challis tonight.
--

Harpsichord

Air and Variations

in c, known as 1 he Harmonious
Blacksmith", G. F. Handel, Saraband
in D minor, G. F. Handel; Toccata in
A, H. Purcell.
Recorder Fortune, My Foe, Anon.
16th Century; Tembourin, Caix
GreensIeeves,AnonT" 16th
Century.
Clavichord
Prelude and Fugue in
C, J. S. Bach; Prelude in E Flat
Minor, J. Si Bach; Fugue in D, J. S.
Bach.
English Suite in G Minor, J. S.
Bach: Prelude, Sarabande, and Gavotte and Mussette; Fantasia in C
Minor, J. S. Bach; Lament, J. S. Bach.
Challis; Sonata in F Minor, K. P. E.
Bach.
Harpsichord - - T h e bucou-d'Aquin;
d'-Hervel-

r-

-

-

(

' "

N

f

ois;

-C-

Sonata in D Mnor, Scar
latti; Prelude in'C, Couperin; Turkish March, Mozart.

-

4

r

t

Schreiber Writes
Two Articles For
Journal, Review

vV

J

- Dr. William I. Schreiber, head of
the Department of German has re
cently had two articles published in the
current issues of the "Modem Language Journal" and the "American Ger
- - - man Review."
"Deutsch fur'''Medixiner" is his
article appearing in the "Modem
Language
Journal";, this is Dr.
Schreiber's second article in the
Journal in the past year.
The report jn the "American Ger
man Review" is on the dedication of
the Karl Men Music hall with an il
lustration of the halL In February
and June 1941, the "American Gar-- "
man Review" published articles on
Karl Men by Dr. Schreiber, and this
is the final on of the group.
'

Soldier on Leave
Telephones Plea To
College For

Co-e-

:v:vKv:k-xv-

.

d

"Could you arrange for me to
meet one of the college girls? I'm
- a soldier - with
several - hours . to
spend in Wooster before my train
is due to leave." These were the
words which issued from the telephone to Dean Rachel MacKen-zie'- s
startled ear one afternoon a
week ago.
He sounded nice; his story was
good; and what more highly proper way to date a girl than with
the approval, indeed the sponsorship, of the Dean of Women herself? Miss MacKenzie summoned
Miss Guille and the two held a
quickie conference
decided upon the proper co-e- d candidate.
However, when the soldier
called back ten minutes later to
receive his answer, he had found
that he was able to leave on a
much earlier train than, he had
expected, and was forced to withdraw his request. Disappointment
was mutual, and we dream of
the story that might have been.
'

M

v.

Kappa Thctcs Rehearse
"Arsenic And Old Lace"
Courtesy Wooctet Daily Record

Pictured are Rachel Shobert and Fred Stead working on the Hop score.
"

Feb. 12 and

presentations

13

are the dates for the Brown Boogie", and "Flame

of "Double or

Noth-

annual
Wooster Gum Shoe Hop, traditional
celebration of Washington's birthday.
ing",

1943

version

of. the

Fred Stead, sophomore from Ashland,
O., presented the script for this hop,
while Rachel Shobert,. junior from Dubois, Pa., is writing the music.
Some of the rumored song tides art
"Pay Some Attention to Me", "Care
free", "Uf Begins at Forty", "Dark

in the
Night".
The hop chorus is made up of
Mary McQaren, Martha McGaren,
Jean Curry, Marian Saunders, Mary
Jane West, Evelyn Cotton, Marge
Paige, Jinny dark, Janet Bo wen,
Lauralynn Parkcrson, Nornie Dunlap,
and Marge Reed.
The publicity for the hop is being
handled by Jerry Katherman, while
Norm Wright is in charge of the fi
nancial end of the entertainment.

Scheduled for presentation Mar. 11,
and 13, the Kappa Theta Gam
ma play "Arsenic and Old Lac now
is in its second week of rehearsaL
Three rehearsals ar included in this
'
week's plans.
Woosttr's dramatic group is on of
the few college groups which har attempted to produce this play. A combination of comedy and weird drama.
it requires considrabl skill in acting.
There ar proposed plans to give,
in addition to th thre regular performances, another on for th Nary
men who may wish to s it.
12

.
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THE-WOOST-
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.
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ABLISHED

DAY HAS really come to the
a big way as this week will
see the moving of all the boys from Kenarden
in order to make way for the Navy boys who
'
will soon taleJover.

I 8 8 J

OUZ

There has been a great deal of speculation
and the usual amount of griping about this
situation. The dorms were selected by lot and
the dean of men has tried very hard to main- tain the section identities in so far as possible.
There will be a necessary merging of three section in two of the dorms but it is hoped that
the. boys will be. able to maintain their separate
identities in spite of this disadvantage.
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here on the campus an
men to contribute anything
column. Phone 898-R- .

.

FUR-LOUG-

A.

Once a man is in the Navy a floor ceases to be a floor to him; it
becomes a "deck". A wall loses its civilian identity and becomes a
"bulwark". No honest
Navy man goes up a stairway;
instead he climbs "a "ladder". A window, naturally, is known as a port.

BIG FOUR has been doing a very fine
g
job of welcoming the navy men and
some entertainment and interest for
their few free hours.

.

..A

MA'MJ

Definition of a true musician: when he
hears a lady singing in the bath, he puts his
.
ear to the keyhole.
,
.

'

"-for

Mussolini: thiTgreatest seiser of them all.

pur-chas-

A lot of auto wrecks result from the driver
hugging the wrong curve.

.

.

GIRLS AT A FASHIONABLE l"r
SCHOOL

WERE ALLOWED

ONE

CENTURV FRENCH

SC OF UNDIES.

TOOAV THE FIRST ESSENTIAL.

ONE PAIR OF STOCKINGS ANO TWO HANKIES
MONTH

ONE

FOOT-BAT-

BATHS A

H

BQN6 WELL GR0OMEO

TO

a MONTH AND THREE
VEAJJ WAS THE UMIT

A

'

s

THOROUGH SOAP ANO

WATER BATH

girl-he-left-behi-

ts

The Little Moron : who was arrested because
Jhe didn't have more on.

As soon as the outfit arrives the Y. W. will
continue its plans for future U. S. O. dances.
which was used
At the last dance the radio-vifailed to provide adequate music, and this
hastened .arrangements for the new vie and
loudspeaker set.
c

The Little Moron: who thought he was
electrocuted when he was eating a fruit cake
and a current ran down his leg.

Financially the vie is being taken care of by
the money which was pledged beyond the Big
four goal in the drive last fall. At that time
Big Four heads promised careful consideration,
of the spending of this money, and students
who helped contribute to the overwhelming
succss of the .drive will applaud its use now.

(-4-

By ELEANOR HOMAN

In addition, the Big Four finds itself an a
$200 to the good since curtailment of travel'
ing in India has cut down on the Wooster-in-Indiexpenses. This money is being invested in
War Bonds as a fair substitute for the use
originally intended.

-

ex-tr-
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"socia-lights-

nerve-wrackin-

Disband Clubs

.

blink,
Before and after the
there is no lack of informal affairs because of
the chaperone shortage. We find Hplden hedraid on
onists relaxing after a
the refrigerator; we find Navy neophytes appeasing affable appetites at the Shack; we find
jitterbugs getting rid of
a" few
the
rhythm
excess
Union, (a lot of these are
in
homogeneous masses that are wondering why
the boys won't cooperate but not necessarily
date!) ; we find Hoover girls nursing broken
nails from setting mouse traps, or bandaging a
pride5 battered by the curriculum, at basket
ball practice; we find Kenarden boys still a
bewildered by painted walls, and just waiti
bit
ing.
"

under-worke- d

nEARRANGING and crowding of the col'
lege academic schedule has brought about
another confusing situation for the student
honorary and department clubs.
At the beginning "of the" firsisemester" the"
.Student Senate made careful plans and with
no little trouble succeeded in arranging the
s
club schedules so that most of the con- flicts were eliminated They did a good job,
and since then we have heard very little of
any dub trouble. Those organizations which
did meet on the same evening were usually
widely separated in academic interests so that
they rarely had any members in common.'
var-iou-

--

was way back in Crimean

war

.

days, when France, Turkey and England pitched into Russia, that the war
correspondent was born. As the British generals viewed them, the "low and
groveling" war correspondents were
as useful to the enemy as an army of
spies. As the historians later expressed
it, these reporters did a 'national serv- -'
ice in arousing the people at home to
the terrible consequences of sending
men off to war and neglecting to give
them proper food, clothes and medical

attention.
The French soldiers, hit

x

--

died like flies, but their press, in the
words of -- one historian,-wa- s
"too ef- fectively muzzled for any whisper of
The' following story appeared on this fact to get out." And the French
the editorial page of the Kent Stater lost their next war in 1871.
Jan. 20.
Britishreporters got theirstories
Recently Quisling sponsored a par through, causing one
famousBritish
ade in Oslo consisting of such youths officer of that day, Field Marshal
Gar.
whose support he had been able to ennet Wolseley, to remark: "Thd'se new.
list. The Norwegians took no notice of ly
invented curses to armies, that race
them with the exception of one sweet pf. drones who
are an encumbrance to
old lady. She stood near the curb and
an army, they eat the rations of the
nodded to them all as they marched fighting
men, and do not work at all.
by.
.
These gentlemen, pandering to the
"Why in the. world are you standing public craze for
news, render concealthere greeting all those scoundrels?"
ment most difficult." But the stories
an irritated patriot finally asked her.
of inefficiency that these "drones" sent
"Surely," she replied, "I may pay back, caused the Aberdeen cabinet
to
my respects to my dear boys."
fall and reforms to be made.
"But you can't possibly1 know them
Now, some 90 years later, here is
all."
the British view of the war correspond"And why not?" she asked. "Wasn't
ent as expressed by Minister of InforI the matron at the jail for 25 years.
mation Brendan Bracken: "We believe
in giving the press freedom of expresFor Victory ...
sion. During the desert fighting in
northern Africa, British correspondBuy
ents in the field even criticized our
U.S. DEFENSE
command. They raised the devil with
us back home. But we let them go
ahead. We think they have the right
to express their views." (ACP)
--

.

tempo.

, LIVINGSTONE'S tempo will go faster too
at the ROLLER SKATING rink, that is, if the
rhythm isn't upset with too many
!
down-beats-

BONDS

After the Cincinnati

,

war-accelerat-

d"

ed

X-- '"

Below is a geographical index of ihe
250

Navy-me-

on the campus. Look it

n

.

over-y- ou

may know several. If you do drop them a
because, as you
know, visiting is prohibited. Navy" men "you took' the list over too and
save it so you can know and remember your buddies here. This list
is unfortunately not a complete roster since it was taken from Flight
d,

--

4

School's incomplete press release files.
ILLINOIS

QUINCY

George Edward Waters; WITT

George Kish.

INDIANA FARMERSBURG Ivan L. Rogers; GOSHEN Hubert
INDIANAPOLIS Anthony W.. Powers; LINTON Robert S.
"
::
SloanT WILLIAMSPORT Merlin Robbins; Tr""'
B. Miller;

-

MASSACHUSETTS

"

1.

im-win-

PITTSFIELD

--

John Schofield.

by disease,

.

NINTH will breathe easily still, except for
their OPEN HOUSE on Friday night from
This blow-ou- t
ought to speed up the social

game on Saturday
'
night, guess WHAT is taking place and from
when till when and where!

It

.

Chuck Esterhay and the other FOURTH
men are planning their Friday night OPEN
HOUSE with an eye on the future. The main
event will be the burying of a time capsule
within the walls of Kenarden to be opened on
their return. Novel and impressive
, but don't
enclose,
of
the
forget to
a picture
riots in lower
Holden at meal time.
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Source Is Evident
- In Quisling - Parade
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Correspondents
Gain Their Place"
-- In
Wartime Life
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Perhaps there will be more by the
time you read this. So squint, kids, and
look around.

...
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Underclass Widows
Trie underclasswomen are holding
their own too. For the junior class,
Ginny Beifuss wears the ring of Frank
Coe ('41) who is in the impressive-soundin- g
"Ordnance" department of
the service. Sally Lou Sargent and
Virginia Kroehle, both sophomores,
grin broadly at the mention of the
Army and gaze happily at their rings.
But the freshman class will not be left
behind in this respect either. June
Welliver caFries a sparkler from a
Chief Petty Officer for Uncle Sam,
and Ann Bowman beams at the name
of her soldier, Phil Franks (another
Wooster "Ed" who grabbed his Woos.
ter "coed").
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Nautical Origins
The number of phrases used in ordinary speech that have a nautical or.
igin is amazing. "Look alive", a com.
mon enough phrase, is an admonition
to be alert. "Pipe down", "stand by",
"belay that", "shooting the breere",
"chow", "give it the gun", "knock
off!Vishove
are Navy. slang.
,
,
..
fi-- " vitowvii
iitt; uevil CO Dav
. .
..
has an interesting origin. Originally
au
.
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,
it
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applyng hot pitch to the "dev 1" or
,
,
.
.
.
,l
tfte seam
directly above the water line,
. ,
,
,
r
wvmn wic uevu ma me aeep Dlue
sea" was the point where a man found
himself swinging when he tried to tav
Terms used to describe officers are the devil.
many and varied. A Frst Lieutenant
may be referred to familiarly as the
"First Luff". D. O. equals Duty Of.
ficer; and a "mustang" is a commissioned officer who has risen from the
ranks. The chaplain may be referred 1I1CT
fOI lV- to as "Holy Joe" although the term is
, .,
.. ..
.
phld' teWnU8 (Ickjaw) and, ,ma11- now obsolescent. The yard police or
Navy cade"
g'Ven
master at arm, are known as "jimmy fX
Tuesday
under the
legs". A "sundowner" is a strict dis- MndaJ
Lt.
of
Commander
Everett
dl"ion
U,
cinlinariAn R H T P
ter, standing for "Rank Hath Its Priv.
VS?A.
ually each cadet will receive three tyileges
phoid shots, two tetanus shots, and
. Navy Webstert .
one small-povaccination.
These typhoid shots are given' the
A "cutthroat" is a first cousin to
the Army's "gold bricker". As aptly cadets to increase their resistance to
defined Jy some unknown Navy Noah this virulent disease which thrives unWebster a "cutthroat" is "one eager der the ad verse and often unhealthy
to oil the wheels of his own progress", conditions of war. The tetanus injecusing "grease" (pull or influence) to tions will prevent complications of
lockjaw in the case of wounds and
aid him. A "number-jumper- "
is the
.gunpowder
burns.
same animal.
Next Monday and Tuesday the sec.
Drinking has evolved a varied nav- - ond typhoid inoculation will be given;
al slang. A sailor with a "sheet in the a week later the third. The following
wind" is not trying to make a sailing week the inoculation period will be
ship of himself, he is "under the in- - concluded with the second tetanus influence". If he has "three sheets in the" jection. Whether or not small-po- x
he is riding really high, alco- - munity has been acquired will be
holically speaking. To "gundeck" is to checked.
feign intoxication, to pretend to "have
Injections for typhus and yellow
a sheet in the wind". Indicating inter- - fever, two other
disservice rivalry an empty bottle is some- - eases, will not be given these cadets
times known as a "dead Marine". On. until their training is completed and
the other side a Navy man who is on they are ready to embark for foreign
the water wagon is "up the pole". So. service.
Aeronautically speaking the jargon
is rich. What is known as a "Chinese
landing" usually "results in bent propellers, damaged landing gear and a
highly embarrassed pilot as the plane
ends in a landing on its nose. "Ring
it out" describes violent and acrobatic
stunting, usually frowned upon. "Tak- ..... i
g iu .1
me .:ll.
an. . means
just mat as a
, .
,
.
I . L
l
pilot bails out in his parachute. As a
.
i
.tribute
A
to American
ingenuity and
mechanical cleverness the Navy .via- .
..
c.
.tor. often
r
i
refers
to the
automatic pilot,
,
I
i
i ii
which holds
a plane "on the beam"
while the pilot tends to Other duties,
as the "yehudi box".
--
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When Grayce Brittain looks at her
left hand, her heart goes out to a
man Ida Snodgrass's heart takes leaps and
bounds at the sight of an Eastman
Kodak, and Lucie Simon dreams of
Brown university whenever the sun
'
strikes diamond-blu- e
lights in her
eyes. Phemia Haymans is preparing
for the life of a minister's wife. Her
"fella" is in Union seminary now,
getting his master's degree, but after
this summer together they set out to
reform the world.

pay-chec-

tional honoraries should, in all fairness to the
scholar, continue to operate on the same level
- as before; but those clubs which are "open to
anyone interested", which .struggle to bring
out enough members,, and whose officers worry
through many a program preparation could
handily be discontinued now without great discomfort to anyone and with great relief to
many, including some very busy professors.
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We suggest that some of the department
clubs be disbanded for the presentThe na-

.
t
Tl
inese cadets here, on their way
cially an afternoon tea is known as a
toward becoming ensigns and aviators
"tea fight".
t
find it necessary to "bone", to study,
Girls, when a sailor av that
to prevent "bilging out", i.e. flunking. Hkes "the cut of
your jib", .don't
The word "gouge" used in the Navy hastily glance to see if your slip is
as a noun means the solution to the showing or smile, thinking that he
problem or the key to an exam. As a likes the design of your clothes. That
verb it means cheating.
sailor means ,he likes your whole

I
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Jargon Rich

third-finger-left-ha-

Often the one who is absent from the bridge
party gets the most slams.

At present the Big Four with the aid of
e
Westminster Church is arranging for the
of a vie and loudspeaker system similar
to the one in Babcock. We understand that the
Navy prefers this type.to the, automatic so
that they may have their men work off
by tending to the vie.

nt
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stiltat-Wooste-
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are music organizations which require
rehearsals several times a week, and the
math and Kience clubs which have their meeting places and their faculty members monopolized by the Navy.

POPULAR

OF 1HE DARK A6ES.SHE BOASTED

APRIL'

so-call- ed

lo-

Now, however, evening and Saturday morning classes regularly interfere with the clubs
as they are set up. Those particularly affected

LIGHT

WAT SHE WASHED HER HANDS ATLEftST IWCCAWEEKI

I THOUGHT

IT WAS

BRIGHT

Yes, Wooster is becoming a verit.
able diamond mine. If this war continues at its present rate,' that precious
and
rare gem will eliminate,
all need of Mazda's light. Now we
know what put the "woo" in Wooster!
Still Here
If we were to go into a detailed account of all the Wooster "who's married and who's engaged" girls, the endless volumes of Goethe would seem
"minuteT So Iet'sjust"gIimpseTnto"'the"
r
fiancees. (Souridi Important, doesn't it?)
Sibyl Macdonald takes our place of
honor. Her
will'
hold two rings as soon as Second Lt.
El van Kintner (Wooster '40) convinces the army that a furlough would
be appreciated.
Army Widows
A furlough brought an extra smile
to the face of Jean Stratton, too. Remember Tom Perkins ('42)? It's his
k
that glistens on Jean's hand.-To- m
is in the Army, and certainly not
alone. Alice Neff, Ruth Twitchell, and
Barbara Haas are also proud (and
lonely) Army widows. Alice has her
reserved sign on Jim Allardice ('41)
who is running Fort Knox, while
Ruth's man (of six years standing)
is "officer
candidating" in North
Carolina. The dates for their proverbial "vows" are indefinite.. Barbara
who is
lays claim to Karl Kate
now coaching basket ball in a Ken- tucky camp. They will be married in
May
unless the Army changes
their minds. And the very day you
(Dear Reader) read this (I hope you
will read it) , Dottie Pearson will celebrate her first day as an Army widow.
Chet Turner ('45) is the cause.
s
But
do not consist of
Army girls alone. Dpdy Cramp, for
instance, may be seen standing at attention at the sound of the Marine
hymn. Her man? Present location , . .
indefinite. The wedding date
ditto.
Navy Widows
The Navy" holds its own among
the seniors, too. Lois Wilson sparkles

pro-vidin-

-

WIFE OF FRANCES

VOUTWUL

SOftRV
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When the Big Four rooms which were
cated in the east side of lower Kauke were
taken over for classrooms, the pool table and
two pingpong tables with, their equipment wer0
turned over to the Navy men in lower Douglass
their use. Students who have been accus- tomed tospending several, hours a week in
the game room will miss this privilege but
cannot offer any better suggestion for
the use of the equipment.

HflAKRE

...

HUMOR

V
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BATHERS FVOM INFANCY
TO OLD AGE, THE JAPANESE AT ONE
TIME SHUNNED SOAP IM THE BEH
LIEF THAT IT TURNED THE HAIR
RED - THE COLOR OF THEIR
DEVIL.' INSTEAD, THEV SCRUBBED
WITH A SMALL BAG
FIU.EO
WITH BRAN.

By BARBARA HAAS
a reminder of Dan'l Miles (x'43)
A steady murmur . . . the creak of and writes diligently to Alabama. And
a sudden hush . . . Tink Carter will be a Navy
a door
then
as soon as the recruiting
"Hey, gang, have I ever got news. office finds the lost papers of Jimmy
Guess who's engaged now?"
Vitella ('42).

H

i

'

The Navy speaks a language all its own. The men of the sea have
evolved a salty slang that savors of ships and waves. Naturally this
jargon has penetrated inland wherever the Navy goes so here in
Wooster the 250 Navy cadets are learning to speak with nautical twist.

INDEFATIGABLE

Diamonds Sparkle From All Classes
As List ol Wooster Widows Grows

When a stocking gets a run it s on its last

con-sta-

designed for .the. purpose of presenting to
become a column for the men in the service
mind that we extend the offer o all service
which they feel would be enjoyed by all to the editor of thii

"tiihoped that it can
jljt is with that view in

all service news available.

.

By STARKY

de-meri-

in,tmii

This

Editor's note:

VTtfclJ

IER1TE

COMPLETE

This is a hard time for the men of the
puswhatwitlLthe army around the corner
and so forth. They are doing a good job and
must not fall down now. -

Nice Work, Big Four

cer-tain-

3 rii
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Perry Narten, Margaret Neely, Corienne Coppock, Jean Curry,
Betty Leonard,
Betty Russell, Janet Kenyon, Fred Stead,
Jean Cully, Aileen Burlingham, Margaret Craft, Janet Gill.

,

-

:

BUSINESS ASSOCIATES

-

4

".'

Norm Wright, Betty Gearing, Carv March, Helen Chandler.,
Castner, Anne Fisher, Sally Wade, Ginny Miller,
Jeanne
"Scotty MclntyreV Dick Calon, Margt Pager Jeanne Wastubtugh
Bowman,
Betty Talbot, Bernice Brille, Peg Miller, Anne
Barbara
Voorhies, Eunice McAdoo, Martha Ann Kelley,
Dick Yodcr, Lee Onthank, Pons Scheu, Mary Isabel Love,
Janet Reid, Kay Bush, Lois' Schroeder, Betty Neufang, Lois
Scott, Margaret Warner, Betty Waterhouse, Bill Glau, Fred
Evans, Stanley Morse.
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THE DUFFEL BAG
By JOB BINDLEY and NORM WRIGHT

The major gripe seems to be that some of
the boys feel that the walk from Beall and
Bowman lodges is just a bit too far. They
were never concerned about the walk when
there was a cute freshman living at old Miller.
Remember? ...
-

;

'

1

Squicr

by

.

self-respecti-

Justness Manager

ASSISTANTS

.

'

The boys have so far been accepting their
fate in a good sportsmanlike manner but the
crucial test is yet to come. They must accept
the challenge of being able to live together
harmoniously regardless of what past relations have been. This will be no easy, task but it
is one which the men of Wooster should be
capable of accomplishing.

Editor-in-Chi- ef

Betsy Ross, Edith Beck, Betty Gourley,
Grace Ohki, Bill Jones

.

MOVING
campus in

Official Student Publication of Tot Collect of Woorter
Publiabed weekly during, school year eicept vacation period
Subscription Price
81. TO per year
Editorial OiW-Ho- oa
If, Cauke Hall Phone 898 R
Printed by TV Collier Printinf Co., Woottcr,
Entered M second daM Batter in the Poetoffice at Wooatcr, O.
Meaber of Aatociated Collegiate Pros
Distributor of Collegiate Digest

Dorothy Rkkard
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Coming Clean!

Gel Together!

Thursday, January 28, 1943
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MICHIGAN ALMA Richard L. Hoyt, Harold Stockwell; ALPENA
Kr Nonsewitzr ANN ARBOR Albert Hr Loy," Nellian" Ir Navarrer
AUBURN HEIGHTS William D. Kelley; BATTLE CREEK Stanley J.
Mellor; BAY CITY John G. Laetz, Bernard M. Mahoney, Thomas R.
Wiltse; BIRCr RUN Andrew A. Sparks; CARSON CITY Doyle Smith;
"PEARBORN Hood E. BligsVCIalTLTRiceT-7
-- Alfred

'

DETROIT John D. Ashlin, Frederick Brown, William H. Egan, EdJ. Frank, Charles W. Glunk, Charles Hanmer, Perry Harabadian,
Richard S. Hazen, Robert G. Hennings, James E. Houston, Bernard
ward

Jan-sse-

Delbert

i

n,

J. Kameg, Howard Klaus, Edward A. Kotnik, Edmund C.

Krzky, Richard LaBarr, Ralph V. Lahaie, William E. Lindsey, William S.
Foftis, Raymond W. Lynch, John Mandryk, Richard M. Meyer, Richard J.
Norman, William J. O'Brien, Vincent P. O'Connor, William J. Puhl, Clar-enc- e

J. Revnell, Earl

Norman Rubin, Richard E. Schier, Bruce
R. Stapish, Will J, Squires, Clarence '.
J. Stay, Dale V. Stearns, Irving G. Taylor, Luther F. Thompson, Norman
Vining, Arthur D. Wall, Joseph Wallace, Robert W. Moore, Herman C.
L. Robinson,

,E. Spilker, Stanley J. Stanton, Robert

i
1

Williams.
DEXTER
Joseph J. Schnebelt; DOWAGIAC Richard Mealoy; DUN-DEFrederick J. Keinath; EAST LANSING Tony Rachkowski; FERN-DALBruce W. Clifford; FLINT Donald J. Larson, John W. McDonald,
Robert E. McGaffin, David P. Petriken, Dudley D. Williams; GAINES Paul
E. Weber; GRAND RAPIDS Raymond Immik; GREENBUSH
Stuart R.
Sterling; GROSSE POINTE FARMS Donald O. Burlingame; GROSSE
POINT WOODS Robert J. Geldart; GROSSE POINT PARK Arthur
G Kirchner; GROSSE POINTE Herbert W. Lester.
. (Continued on Paga 4)
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THE WOOSTER VOICE

Parre

Coach Munson and Veteran Scot Tankmen

NELSOt

Wooster's win over Mount Union
last Friday was more than just another
win for the victory column. In fact it
was more than just another win over
Mount - Union. For several years
Mount has voiced a wish for a home
and home series with the Scot cagers,
but have always wanted it to start on
the year when the regular game was
scheduled to be played at Wooster.
This year the basketball season opened
with Bowling Green dropping out of
the Ohio Conference. Their team was
built around two men, Gray and Often, who were ineligible according to
Ohio Conference rules, so dropping
out of the Conference was their answer to this problem. Along with several other schools, Wooster and Mount
cancelled their games with Bowling
Green. This action left both teams
with an open date on Jan. 22, so the
long awaited two game series resulted.
By this time the outcome of the first
game is well known. Wooster handed
Mount their first loss on their home
floor since 1940, The second game, to
be played at Wooster Feb. 20, will
be looked forward to with anticipation

i

-

- brail.

Intramurals Desirable
The announcement that the annual
Intramural basket ball season Would
be called off, or at best postponed,
was quite a blow to most of the Sections. These games, in previous years,
have always been looked forward to
with excitement. In most cases, the
games have been hard fought affairs
with plenty of rivalry between the
Sections. They have offered many of
the fellows who are not so athletically
inclined a chance to participate in
athletic events with a purpose. With
this chance gone, basket ball and
baseball season lose much of their appeal to many of the students. If it
would be possible in any way, I feel
that it would be very desirable to have
some sort of tournament.

i'

Calesthetics or Sports?
The question of which is the more
desirable for conditioning men," inter.
. collegiate and intramural sports
or
--

-

exercises, has been
brought forth many . times lately in
connection with training men for the
armed forces. There is a growing
opinion that sports do more for the
man than calisthenics because a fellow
will take more interest in competitive
sports than in routine drill. Dr.
the head of the physical education department at Ohio State university, is the latest authority to join
the ranks of those who believe that
competitive sports are more valuable
than conditioning exercises. Other
notables who advocate this plan are:
Lieut. Forest Evashevski, Lieut. Jack
Dempsey, and Brig. General Joe N.
Dalton.
conditioning

,

Ober-teuffe-

-

'

is

r,

The outcome of this controversy
of great importance to the future

-c-

that in time these men be allowed to
participate in college athletics.
Week of Upsets
Last week was an important week in
Ohio collegiate basket ball. First Bowling Green's string of 15 victories was
broken by Youngstown 56 to 53. Next
were Mount's two defeats at the hands
of Kent State and Wooster to put
Capital in the Conference lead with
six wins and no losses. The same evening that Wooster defeated Mount
Union, Akron University defeated
Ohio University 72 to 70 in a game
that went four overtime periods. This
game was featured by a stubborn
spell by Akron's stellar forward, who
refused to return to the game after
being removed late in the first half
when he began to appear tired. He
retired to the bleachers where he sat
for the remainder of the game without speaking to the coach or the
players. Weeks such as this are what
make basket ball the great game that
it is.
New Cage Rule Advocated
Coach Bill Chandler of Marquette
has been advocating a revolutionary
idea in basketball that has been gaining popularity constantly. He favors
the elimination of the rule removing
a player from the game after four
personal fouls. He likes the penalty
box idea similar to 'ice hockey with
the difference that in ice hockey a
team must play along without one man
while he is in the penalty box, while
in basket ball another man could be
substituted while the offender is out.
In practically all sports, a player
must violate a major rule before being
ousted from the game. In football a
player can be offside as much as he
wishes without being removed from
the game. When a man is fouled he
gets two free throws which corres
ponds to the five yard penalty for offside in football. The addition of the
penalty box would prevent the rule
change from being too Tadical and
would keep the game from becoming
,
a riot,
--

.

Many timet the spectators are
drawn to the game by one particular
star. Often he is ousted very early in
the game, and the spectators are dis
satisfied.
This rule seems to have possibilithe current shortage of men
in college, it is possible that this rule
may be adopted some tinie in the future.
ties. With

Spring Sports To
Continue If Men,
Gasoline Remain

g

iiirthe

the-midsrbr-

things; the manpower situation,
the early graduation, and the gasoline
situation. The early graduation brings
a problem about which nothing can
be done. By the time the men get in
proper form and condition the season
will be over. Perhaps the most essential thing is the number-o- f
men that
will be on the campus by spring time,
If the reserves should be called in the
near future, all sportf would be at a
stand-stilThe other important factor
is gasoline.-I- f
spring sports are con
tinued, probably only track and base
ball games will be scheduled because
of the limited gasoline supply. This
makes the future of golf rather doubt
'
ful
l.
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record-breakin-

a fine team andTshoulrgive"thescrap-pScot squad a good fight. The

y

Pictured left to right: Captain Arch Duncan, Coach Carl

B. Munson,

Buy Them At

STUDIO

BREIIIIER BROS.

Camera and Gift Shop
East Liberty at Bever St.

Bill Koran, and Phil Hoffman.

Coach Munson has built his swimming team around his three returning lettermen and two freshman stars, Ed
Holden and Ed Fulkman. The Scots lost their first two meets to strong Case and Oberlin teams. Next week the
swimmers will travel to Wittenberg for their next meet. In Wittenberg's last meet, they defeated Muskingum
64 to 11.

.

'Cinncy' Bearcats
On Saturday night Wooster's

fast- -

stepping. Scots will play host to the
University of Cincinnati Bearcats in a
battle. This

will mark

contest
the fourth occasion on which

the -

schools

two

pressive the cagers from

have - competed

in

Leaders Topple In

-

Hectic Cage Week

down-stat- e

and will certhe Scots a hard

may prove dangerous
tainly be able to give
fight.

By FRED EVANS

ce

300 yard medley Oberlin (Sutton,
back; Shade, breast; Wright, free)
won 3 min. 22.9 sec.
220 yard free

Hamilton (O)

Richards

2, Morris

(O) won,

(W),

2

min.

A trio of Bearcats have been responsible for most of their team's
s
players
points. These
are Nate Kabakoff and Hal Schneider,
guards, and Charley
both
Lees, a - lanky - forward- .- Other- - key
Cincy
are Al Richards,
Tagslauer, and Don Larson, each one
,
a
bucket-consciou-

left-hande-

d

ball-handle-

50 yard
(O) won,
Galloway (O) 2, Holden (W) 3. 25.3
sec.
free-7-Lands-

-

of their season. Although the Cincinnati record has not been overly im-

Scot Five Meets

non-Conferen-

to-H-

23 sec.

rs

Fancy

diving

Farguhar (O)
Last week was a week of upsets in
Ohio basket ball. Mount Union went
from near top of the standings to the
middle; Kent State came from the
bottom of the ladder to the middle;
Bowling Green fell from the top when
their string of fifteen consecutive wins
was broken by Youngstown r and Cap'
itol moved into first place in both the
AU-Oand Ohio conference races.

dale

2,

Hillery

(O) won,
Koran (W) 3.

100 yard free Landsdale (O) won,
Galloway (O) 2, Hoffman (W) 3.
57 sec.
150 yard back Sutton (O) won,
Fulkman (W) 2, Duncan (W) 3. 1
min. 46.9 sec.
. 200 yard breast Holden (W) won,
- 2, McDowell - ( W Gulick- 2
mini 54.5 sec!

(0

3r

440 yard free Hindricks (O) won,
Morris
(W) 2, Hold.? (W) 3, 6 min
Mount Union suffered its most dis
7
sec.
Bearcats Play Mount Friday
astrous week in many years from the
400 yard relay Oberlin (Hamilton
will be the second cage standpoint. Tuesday night their
Saturday's
contest
Galloway,
season the rivalry was renewed when
Lindsdale, Richards) won.
five
consecutive wins was
in successive evenings for the Bear- string of
3 min. 53.8 sec.
Coach Mose Hole's charges came out
by
Kent State. This was a dis
cats. On Friday night they face Mount broken
on the long end of a
count.
Union at Alliance. As Wooster has aster for Mount, but Wooster really
not, as yet, met any of the teams made things dark when they dumped
Cincinnati Record Fair
which have opposed Cincinnati, the the Purple Raiders Friday night. This
' The record
of the Gncinnati boys
outcome of the Mount game will give was their first loss on their own floor
thus far has been strictly an
Mose Hole a good indication of Cin-cy'- s since Wooster beat them there in early
proposition. They have dropped deci
1940.
relative strength.
sions to the University of Kentucky,
The game played at Athens beIt is generally agreed upon that alBy LOIS WILSON
Akron U., and Dayton, losing twice
bas- tween Akron university and Ohio uni
The big news of the week is the
to the Ohio University Bobcats. Wit most anything can happen in a
tenberg went down before Cincy by a ket ball game. Past records mean very versity was an unusual game in several grand success of the benefit bridge for
one-poimarein. and Miami fell. 54- - little when two teams get out there on respects. The game ended after four the Red Cross. About thirty dollars
periods with- a victory for
44. The Bearcats have taken two from the floor. Anything can happen at overtime
were collected from the sale of tickets,
(72-70Akron
Early in the first half,
Wilmington and one from George- Severance gym this Saturday night.
and the entire sum will be turned over
first-rat- e
and the Akron coach removed his star to the Red Cross. Four prizes were
town (Ky.) College. This gives them It should prove to be a
forward who seemed to be tiring. The awarded
battle.
d
a .300 percentage for the first half
after the bridge. These were
stellar member of the Zipper squad
donated by Annats, Freedlanders, and
objected to being removed from the Grays,
downtown. Miss MacKenzie was
1
4 game, so he retired to the bleachers
awarded the price for high scerer-Th- e
and refused to speak to either the prize was a manicure set. The door
4 coach or his fellow players
for the re. prize, a box of delicious chocolates,
4
mainder of the game. By the end of
went to Lois Wilson. Virginia Wise
the fourth overtime period, the Zip4 pers . were playing- - with three second won the prize for low score, and re4
ceived a key' chain. Anne Frasier and
4 stringers, but., they had what it takes
Jean Johnson won the floating prize,
4
as the final score indicates.
which was awarded for the taking
basket ball. They first met in 1923 and
again i the following year, with
Wooster losing the return game. Last

six-foote-

r,
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VALENTINES

SNYDER

Lutherans defeated the Muskingum
tanksters last Saturday- 64
7r

Courtesy Wootter Daily Kccord

good spring weather in Wooster.

SERVICE

g

Wooster, - after . a two week lay-of- f
will travel to Wittenberg Feb. 6, for
their next swim meet. Wittenberg has

It appears that all that can be done
for lots of men, gasoline,' and

SPECIAL VALENTINES
For Mother, Father, Sister,
Brother, Men in Service, in
fact you can buy a Valentine
for anyone at

Second Loss

,

is hope

OUR VALENTINES JUST
ARRIVED AND WHAT A
FINE SELECTION

Early Lead
To Hand Mount

classed. Every event was close and ex.
citing, but Oberlin took 8 of 9 races.
Oberlin'i star, John Richards, who
swam his last race tor his team,
sparked the Yeoman with a record-breakin- g
220 and as anchor man on
the
400 yard relay.
Ed
Holden, Wooster
freshman,
chalked up the Scots only first place
in the 200 yard breast stroke. Ed
Fulkman, another Wooster yearling,
pushed Oberlin's Bob. Sutton all the
way and forced him to break the
Oberlin 190 yard backstroke record.

:

1
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Navy Brings Gym Shift
The increase in the number of
Navy men on the campus will necessarily increase the amount of time that
the gym will be Navy property. A few
changes in regular gym schedules will
be made to accommodate them.
The women's second hour class and
the men's sixth hour class will have to
be . changed. .The. physical . education
department is having great difficulty
finding times in which these two class
es can meet. At present, the only
available time seems to be either from
7:30 to 8:30 in the morning or the
eighth and ninth hours in the eve'
ning.
There was a plan under way ,to
have the boys in the sixth hour gym
classes eat during the chapel hour, and
then take their class from 12 to lj The
plan did not meet with approval.

New Spring Campus Footwear
just arrived for the college girl.
Antique tan loafers and Moccasins
At Popular Prices
MISTER SHOE STORE

--
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Sproull
Homan
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Craven
Williams
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skill. These girls, Gwen Polen, Annette Freeman, Lois Wilson and Betty
Geating, were awarded t this honor,
which is the only college recognition
of
athletic ability for worn- -

Y

George Washington
Slept Here"
Also

all-arou-

nd

"Army Surgeon"

V
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SALE
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SUN. - MON. - TUES.

John Wayne - John Carroll
m

FORMERLY 80c PER SKEIN
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By BILL GLATZ
The Wooster Scots were m top form
last Friday night and came through
with a J4 to. 47 win over the Purple
Raiders of Mount Union. If there was
any one game this season that Coach
Hole and his team wanted to win it
was this game with Mount on their
floor, not only because they gave us
one of our two beatings last year, but
also because they are Mount Union.
Scot Defense Clicks
Probably the outstanding feature of
the contest was Wooster's Arfmm
which was definitely clicking. Mount
was unable to pass or start any kind
of offence through the Scots, who
seemed to be everywhere. The only
thing that kept Mount in the same
was the rebound shots off the back
board by their rangy center Stan
Baughman, who accounted for 27 of
their 47 points.
Harry JEucher was high ssors-r- fo
Wooster with 16 points, followed bv
sophomore Bob Ho man with 14 and
Jerry Katherman with 13The whole
team played an outstanding floor
game, especially Captain Sproull.
Wooster Takes Early Lead
Katherman started things with three
points and then Mount retaliated with
six points, but five points by Eicher,
four by Homan and two more by Jerry
gave the Scots a lead which they never
lost. At halftime Wooster was leading
26 to 17. Lyde was the first player to
leave the game on personal fouls.
Craven, who replaced Lytle, garnered
a couple of timely baskets. Next,
Sproull and then Eicher were chased
to the showers but Wooster's lead was
substantial enough so that the substitutes were able to hold off Mount until
the final gun. Baughman sank half a
dozen of his follow-u- p
shots in the
closing minutes, but the gap was too
big, and the game ended with
7
point lead for Wooster.
About two dozen Wooster students
who witnessed the game gave loud and
hardy inspiration to the team and were
well repaid for their long trio and
support by the very fine game turned
tn by the Scots.
Wooster Average Good
Wooster made 23 of 67 shots from
the field while holding Mount to only
18 of 51 shots. Wooster's foul shoot- -'
ing was weak. They made only 8 out
t 16 tries. A tight defense, deter
mined backboard play, and some
snappy passing by the Scots, along
with Mount's weaker than usual defense were the main factors for the
Wooster win.
It might be said that Coach Bob
Wright brought this defeat on him
self as he was the chief advocate of a
home and home series between Woos
ter and Mount.
WOOSTER
Fid. FL Tot.
Katherman- 6
13'
Lyde
1
2
Eicher
7
16

of Weyandt
1
a trick by a two. This prize was a gift MOUNT UNION
Hd. FI Tot
certificate usable in Annats' store. DeWitt
0
0
There were thirteen tables playing.
Herman
1
3
The swimming club has gone and Hrivneck
1
3
done it again! They had another par- Schlott
12
0
ty at Miss Lowrie's, at which they Baughman
10
7
27
made spaghetti and served a grand George
1
.0 1
dinner. They also did their share of Ewing
1
1
0
stowing away what they had prepared.
Jane Stewart, manager of the swimming club, was in charge of the party.
A bit of old news, but some which
has not yet been brought to the attention of " the students,' li the "announcement of the winners of the
Senior Honorary ' award. Towards the
end of last semester a committee selected the four senior women who
Jack Benny Ann Sheridan'
were outstanding in athletics, for participation and interest more than for
in

NECKTIE YARNS
O N

Hold

Scots

The Wooster tank team treked to
Oberlin last Saturday afternoon for a
meet with a strong aggregation of
Oberlin swimmers, and came home on
the short end of a 57 to 18 score. The
Scots were outscored but not out-

I

in-and-o-

olleges

NO HOLES

iBiillllliillllil

Oberlin Defeats
Scot Tank Team

Sportt Editor

of Wooster athletics. If the officials in
Washington decide that competitive
Many students at Woosteif have
sports are more desirable than
been wondering what will happen to
exercisesrmentraining-a- t
springsp6rts in
such as Wooster would be per- turmoil on the campus. The answer is
mitted to participate in varsity ath- probably justwhat most of the people
letics. In the not too distant future, expected; no one really knows. Coach
most of the male populace of colleges Boles says that every attempt will be
such as Wooster will Be men in train- made to continue spring sports wher
ing for the armed services. If athletics ever possible.
are to be continued in these schools,
TL
i.
on
ine outcome seems to hinge
it is not only desirable but essential
three
condi--tiunin-

IliliiBB

Wooster Defeats
Mount For Third
Conference Win

V
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Three

"Flying Tigers"

50c

One Skein Make a Tie
WEDNESDAY-THURSDA-

Woolcraft Shop
S.E Corner Public Square

Phone
SATURDAYS WE CLOSE AT 6 P.M.

965-- W

Y

Fay Bainter in

"War Against
Mrs. Hadley'

r

Head. Residents
-- Fot
s

Maytome From
Br MARY ISABEL LOVE
books by Feb. 1". we arc reminded
dally, "it will bo necessary to exclude
yon from the dining room. It would be
too bad to go hungry, wouldn't it?"
Ye, wouldn't it! And exactly what are
our chances of going hungry, or rather, of noticing a marked change in
our diet, as food rationing becomes
What changes have
more
been made so far?
d?

To work backwards, take the matter of desserts first. The Wayne County
Rationing Board grants the college an
amount of sugar beyond that guar anted by the six hundred student ration
cards turned in to Miss Mabel Little,
Director of Dormitories. If it weren't
for this subsidy, it would be impossible
for deserts to be served regularly, but
as it is, the only change made has
been that pies which once had two
crusts now have only one. This measure has been adopted not only to
save sugar but also to save fats.

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued from Page 1)
ten to a room with a study room provided for each bed room.
Les Thomas will be the head resident of Bowman dorm. Tony Gervasio,
president of the M.S.G.A., will head
Beall dorm, and Arch Duncan, president of Sixth will head the Campus
lodge.
All upper classmen who are not in
sections and were living in Kenarden
will move off campus into private
homes. This number is small since the
sections this year were nearly all filled
with their own individual members.
Freshmen who formerly occupied
Douglass hall are now living in
private homes. They were
forced to move out before the Christmas vacation because the Navy wanted to put the dorm into shape for the
200 Navy men. .
For this semester the freshmen will
be separate from their sections, but
they will move in with their own section just as soon as rooms are made
vacant by those men who leave either
by graduation or to go into the armed
off-camp-

The shortage of dairy products is
more noticeable, according to Miss
Little. The amount of butter used has
npt been reduced, although the stu
dents' consumption of milk has been
somewhat curtailed. Whereas formerly
an unlimited supply of milk was of
fered for both breakfast and lunch,
now three glasses a day is the maxi
mum for any person. Even this ex
ceeds the dietary requirement of one
pint of milk daily for adults.
Cocoa is still served every morning
in the dorms, and will be for the temainder of this year, although it is
no longer available in the stores. This
is possible because the college had
two barrels of it on hand at the be.
ginning of the year. The school is also
well supplied with canned vegetables,
-

Columbia University

n
Cincinnati, O. (ACP) In a
type of intercollegiate competition, the University of Chicago has
taken top place from Columbia university for the first time in many
years. This intersectional academic rivalry has to do with number of doctorate degrees issued.
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It's not only your face that suffers- from winter's harsh weather but your
hands also take great abuse. So while
you're in the mood for a rejuvenation
let's consider hand lotion. There is a
ale on DOROTHY PERKINS and
OLD SOUTH hand lotion in 1.00
size bottles that sells for half that
..price. You'll be surprised at how
rapidly your hands become the "hands
you love to touch".
There is nothing left to do now but
make the best of the hair you were
bora with. The easiest way to accomplish this is to use OGLTVIE SISTER'S hair preparations. Freedlanders
carry a complete line including shampoo, cream set, wave lotion, and English bristle hair brush. Your hair will
torn out of its Oblivie bath the shin-ieand the easiest to manage that it
ever has.
Take
tip from Freedlanders for
that well groomed look.

Just Arrived

New Shipment
CHINO CLOTH

Regulation
Uniform Pants

and Shirts

PANTS
Sizes 29 to 44

$3.39'
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Roy L. Hoeck.

Robert J. Wilcox; WINDSOR

I

David Morley.

A. Kurtz; JACKSON
Donald Reid, Robert A.
Roger D. Wewrdjng; MANISTEE Robert N. Johnson,

HUDSON-Cliff- ord

White; LA WTON

William R. Tennant; MARINE CITY
Stewart E. Trefry; ORCHARD LAKE

I

""".

V
UV

SARNIA

rl

PENNSYLVANIA SHARPSVILLE Paul White; TITUSVILLE
Freeman T. McFadden; YORK Gordon Leon Leckrone.

V'7
ci

i

ONTARIO

j

(

1

"

Bernard R. Stelzer; YOUNGSTOWN

I

7

.

U

I

J

Arthur G. Rochon; MARSHALL
Phillip H. Maxwell; ORTONVILLE
Robert E. Hoover; PORT HURON

Demitro M. Kruchko; PONTIAC
Phillip G. Kelly, Paul E. Leahy; RIVER ROUGE Benjamin J. Standen,
Howard Vallade, Frederick H. Weber; ROCKWOOD
Richard C. Vick;
ROYAL OAK James E. Adams; TECUMESH
Clarence J.' Walter; TEMPERANCE

Burns Scott; THRU RIVERS

Douglas E. Roll; WETMORE
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SHIRTS
Sizes 14 to 17

$2.48

ST. PAUL
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Lawrence J. Jones.

FLUSHING

Kenneth B. Rowley.

Pictured are, from left to right, Gwen Polen, Lois Wilson, Annette Freeman, and Betty Geating

Colleges Install
New Courses To
Aid In Defense

.

.

col-leg-

es

1

CITY TAXI
812
DAY

NIGHT

4

C L U B S

.

New courses pertaining to Civilian
Defense and increasing emphasis on
technical instruction characterize the
curricula of colleges and universities
in the States of Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, and West Virginia, it was
noted today from a survey just completed by the Fifth Region Office of
Civilian Defense, under the . direction
of - Dan T, Moore, Regional OCD
Head.
The larger colleges and universities
are leading the way in gearing educational programs to war time needs,
Mr. Moore pointed out. "A wide
variety of Civilian Defense courses are
now available," he said. "Many schools
now offer courses oh home nursing,
plant protection, food conservation,
first aid, child welfare, nutrition and
other phases of Civilian Defense. Ohio
State University, Denison and Western College in Ohio, West Virginia Institute of Technology, and St. Marys
of the Woods in Indiana, are among
the schools that have such courses.
Ohio State university and also Salem
college in West Virginia are typical
of many schools that have assisted local Civilian Defense organizations in
setting up and instructing Civilian
Defense classes."
According to the survey, many
such as Centre college at Danville, Kentucky, andWoosterc6Uege
in Ohio have reorganized courses dealing with the historyof various countries, international relations, post-wa- r
reconstruction, and production, with
special emphasis on wartime problems.
Scores ' of new courses have been
added. For example, Ohio State university and Denison university both
offer introductory courses in the Japanese language. Specialized training
is now available in radio technology,
industrial safety, all types of engineer,
ing, materials inspection and testing,
war production accounting, Diesel engines, production supervision, industrial chemistry, navigation, meteorology, and a host of other subjects.
Some universities have complete
training programs designed to prepare
students for military or industrial life,
In many cases these programs ' have
been stepped up so that students may
--

OHIO AKRON George R. Anderson, Thomas E. McGowan, Peter
Pavkov, John H. Williams, Cameron E.'Willis: ANSONIA Maior E. Smith:
ASHTABULA Donald Farrone; BELLEVUE James A. Flennve; BETH- ESDA Clive Blaney; BRECKSVILLE Forrest C. Snell; BRYAN Teddy
A. Smith: BYESVILLE William C. McKeever: CAMPBELL Stenhen
Geology
Strineka; CANTON Jerry E. Nicholson, Warren O. Smith, John H. Von
Guten; CHARDON Dudolf Jonke; CHILLICOTHE John W. Scott:
Dr. Philip C. McDowell of Woos- CINCINNATI Albert W. Keller, Theodore Leist, Ellsworth Solomon,
ter who has carried on missionary Harry Weber.
y
V
work in Persia will speak before the
Piano Students Present
CLEVELAND
Rudolph J. Halamka, Lane Jonap, Willain A. Kenyon,
Geology club on the geographical
Ralph
E. Lehman, Carl E. Miller, Lawrence L. Miller, Edward G. Salzer,
Weekly Practice Concert characteristics of Persia, Feb. 3, in
Gordon J. Sands, Andy Smetanka, Ralph E. Stokes, Al Stuble, Raymond
Scovel hall.
G. Wilson, Marvin M. Young, William H. Webb; COLUMBIANA Richard
Each Thursday afternoon at 4:30
Dr. McDowell's lecture will be the
Stephens.
H.
Mrs. Clarice Parfnelee has a practice
first of a series to be presented each
class which presents a concert in Merz
COLUMBUS-Dewey
month by local missionaries, who will
Dufnford, Samuel D. Hart, Donald M. Hussey,
hallin preparation for playing in speakpntheyarious lands in which Hugh M. Johnson, Bill M. F.Limes,
Jack W. Loewel, Joseph W. Nelson, John
public. The program which was prethey have lived....
L. Pendretorirjoseph' K. Sears,- - Robert-J- .Silerj - CONOVER :DorudoLS
sented last week is:
COSI
Putnam;
Wesley
E.
Wilkinson
lOCTON
; CUYAHOGA FALLS
The. Rev. J. F. Steiner of Wooster
Improvisation by MacDowell, Pris-tlll- a
R.
William
McDermott,
James
Sigler.
J.
I Iughes; Spanish Dance by Gran-ado- has been tentatively scheduled to speak
"
Marcia Chandler; Italian Con- before the club in March. HisTecture
DAYTON Ricnard F. Lee Leonard "A;TothTWilliam T.Scott, George"
certo by Bach, Margaret Tewksbury; will be on the geographic features of W. Smith, Ralph' E. Weaver; DUNBRIDGE
John F. Vermilya; ELYRIA
and Sonata, op. 31, No. 2 by Bee- Hainan which is located off the coast Robert A. Karp; EUCLID
Robert B. Matthews; FAIRVIEW VILLAGE
of China.
thoven, Elizabeth Geer.
William Nunn; FOSTORIA Edwin W. Kuhn; GENOA John E. Musolf,
Jack B. Poggemeyer; GERMANTOWN Eugene E. Wingiewich; GREEN-VILLHoward G. Kerst; IRONTOWN Robert E. Winters; JACKSON
International
" '
Student Fellowship
Kenneth Stephenson; KENT Lyman G. Sperry.
Robert H. Moore, history instructor
LAKEWOOD
Howard T. Webb; LA RUE John Michael Benson;
Dr. John A. Hutchison opened a
at the Wooster High School was guest
LIMA
Mechling,
E.
Harold
Paul S. Radulovich; LORAIN Norman R.
speaker at the International Relations new series of discussions at the StuMcCONNELLSVILLE-AJazdzinski;
red D. Simms; MANCHESTER -lf
club meeting in lower Babcock on dent Fellowship meeting in the Big
Charles
R.
McNulty;
MANSFIELD
M. Crawford; Lester H. Diskosky,
Fred
Wednesday evening at 7:30.
Mr. Four room Sunday, Jan. 31. The main
G.
Fraifogl,
Joseph
Freiheit,
John
William
A. Herpich, George J. Murray;
J.
Moore presented colored movies of theme of the new. series is 'ChrisArthur L, Palmer; MT. STERLING Walter R. Palm;
Post-Wa- r
fu- MARYSVILLE
tians
in
a
World",
and
Mexico for the program.
Richard M. Wilson; NILES
ture discussions will center around ap. NEVADA James E. Eich; NEWARK
Joseph
Slick;
G.
NORWOOD
Warren
A.
Joslyn, Joseph W. Sparer; OAK
plication of Christian principles to
political, economic and ethical questions.
Mrs. Taggart spoke on home decs
The speaker for next Sunday's
orating at the Y.W.C.A. meeting on
Wednesday evening, Jan. 27.
The meeting has not yet been announced.
The meeting will be held as usual at
meeting isthe first of a seriesof
9:30 irr the Big FouroomrAll upper.
meetings to carry out the theme of
classmen are invited to attend.
home making.
Ihere .will be later
FRIES
speakers on the subjects of marriage,
consumer's knowledge,, and. child psySunday Evening Forum
t
chology. During Lent the usual apwill
be
given.
propriate programs
Sunday Evening Forum will hold its
Gwen Polen, Annette Freeman, Lois
Wilson and Betty Geating have been
named the winners of the Senior
Honorary award. This is the college
acknowledgement of athletic ability
for women. It is awarded for participation and interest as well as skill.
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complete a normal four-yea- r
course in
two years and eight months. Ohio unir
versity at Athens, O., offers a
program on defense training and
on training for industry.
Marietta, Muskingum and Wooster
college conduct civilian pilot training
programs and offer courses on military stategy, map interpretation, com.
VnunLcations,
electronics and other
phases of military training. A number
of schools have R.O.T.C. units. These
include Ohio State, Xavier, University of Kentucky, and Muskingum col.
lege. Notre Dame has a department of
Naval Science, and Tactics and offers
training torstudents in three Naval
Reserve Classifications, Naval R... O.
T. Crthe Army,-Airforand Marine
Corps Enlisted Reserve. Special courses
in mathematics, ballistics, and trigonometry are also available for service
men.
two-yea-

6

regular meeting in Scott auditorium
this Sunday, Jan. 31, at 7 p.m. Since
the scheduled speaker for this meet
ing was unable to come, the program
will be announced later.
Plans are being made to have the
group meetings in the
homes of several members of the fac
ulty in the near future.
student-facult-

y

Watch Repairing
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FRENCH
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Friendly Service

WOOSTER

At All Times

FARM
DAIRIES

Cor. Buckeye and Liberty

Cleveland Rd.

8C

Madison Ave.

Jewelry j

George II. Lahra
JEWELER
221 Bast Liberty Sl
"
Parker Pens
Diamonds

r

PLAYTEX

MAKE-UPCAP- E

Dress protection in powdering, combing, and Shampooing"

$

1

.19

ce,

The

Commercial Banking

SOFSKIN CREME

and Trnst Company

FOR LOVELY HANDS AND FACE
The Creme With the Valvet Finish -

C. G. WILLIAMS...:
C. I.

Collier Printing

Company

$1.00

President

ALL FUR MITTENS

CORRELL......Vice-presiden- t

and Trust Officer
W. J. BERTOLETTE
Cashier and Secretary
C. J. KING

HELEN

E.

....... Ass't Cashier

ALLSPAUGH
Ass't Cashier
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This is the time of year when your
skin begins to look like yesterday's
coffee, but luckily there's no need for
it when there are so many wonderful
skin refreshners to be had at Freed-landerAmong the various and sundry "pepper-uppers- "
there is one of
BONNIE BELL variety that is on
x
sale. It consists of a bottle of
lotion, which is a wonderful medicated, cleansing lotion and estringent,
and a free bottle of Nite and Day
foundation lotion. It is a 1.60 value
for 1.00. The foundation lotion
- comes in five colon that will touch up
your complexion so that you won't
know it's your own. The shades are
Cameo, Evening Glo, Velvet, Pink,
Desert Sand and Summer Tan. And

Vernon

Morris; SALEM
Alfred Konnert; SHAKER HEIGHTS Melville H. Ireland, Nelson S.
Nathanson; SHELBY Richard E. Cumberworth, James J. Terman; STONE-CREEDale H. Miller; SYCAMORE Neil G. Gregg, Elwood J. Leaden-haTIFFIN Thomas R. Lloyd, Edward J. Roberts; TOLEDO Donald
W. Keyser, Henry A. Mika, Merrill F. Murava, Ward J. Rambo, Dale W.
Anderson, Leonard Komisarek, Robert R. Riley, Lester L. Sharrit; TROY
Richard-S- .
Weimer; UPPER SANDUSKY
Richard F. Pool;
C. Vanke; WARREN
Malcolm E. Orr, Donald W. Taylor;
WELLINGTON Myron E. Kolbe; vWELLSTON Edwin C. Stephenson;

ffllMHIMHW

in decreasing order, come
university, University of
California, Harvard, Ohio State, Yale,
Cornell, Minnesota, Illinois, and Iowa.
As for many years, chemistry leads
all subjects, with 588 dissertations.
Education,-wit344, is second; eco
nomics, with 181, is third; then the
following, each represented by 100 or
more, in decreasing order: English,
physics, modern history, biochemistry,
psychology, botany,, religion, and zo
ology.

AT
FDEEDLAIIDEBS

Paul G. Lutz; SABINA

sell E. Lawrence.

Then,

-

Powers; PAINESVILLE
Robert R. $tedd POLAND
R.

j

RADNOR

dorms
The work on the
is now being completed and the mass
migration of Kenarden to" their new
quarters will begin sometime in the
middle of next week. Kenarden will
have to be repaired to suit the needs
of the Navy which arrives on Feb. 7.

New York

SE

Donald

Paul F. Shurilla.

us

all-tim-

COUNTER

I

forces.

Dr. Edward A. Henry, director of
libraries at the University of Cincinnati, announced the "winners" in his
annual survey compiled as editor of
the volume "Doctoral Dissertations
Accepted by American Universities,
1941-42,- "
published by the Association
oP Research" Libraries.
The current volume lists by author
and title 3,243 doctoral dissertations
in the last academic year in American
and Canadian colleges and universities. The number, Dr. Henry said, has
So far there has been no lack of been increasing steadily for years and
help, Miss Little observes, although rapidly from 1938 through 1941, when
e
high of 3,526.
fewer young women and men have it reached an
been applying for a job, while more
Chicago, usually second, leads with
housewives have. A few employees 197 doctorates, and Columbia, usually
have left the college to get defense first, is next with 187. The University
work.
of Wisconsin ranks third, its usual
'
position, with 163.

Congratulations Team
For Beating Mount

Ward; OCEOLA

bur

Frank'SuchJohn'F.JValentineuPARMA

us

The meat situation is one of the
biggest rationing problems the director of dormitories faces. Buying
meat in such large quantities as the
school needs is impossible in Wooster
and uncertain in city markets. As a
result, although menus have always
been planned weeks ahead, now the
actual ordering must be done from
two to three weeks in advance. Even
"
so, not infrequently the orders tome
back marked "out of stock," necessitating a sudden change in menus.
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Four Senior Women Win Awards For Athletics

College Chooses

Unexpected Diet

wide-sprea-

Thursday,' January 28,
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service all makes of typewriters

Bever and North Streets

Phone 400
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